
Abstract:

 A MOOC is a model for delivering learning content online to any person who wants to take 

a course with no limit to attendance. A MOOC in Educational Technology was developed by the 

researchers and was implemented on student teachers in order to understand their views about the 

same. This article discusses the findings of this study. The methodology used was mixed methods, 

aimed at understanding the perception of student teachers with respect to MOOCs, through its 

qualitative phase. The study made use of the phenomenological approach. The sample of the study 

were student teachers undertaking the Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) programme in teacher 

training institutions affiliated to the University of Mumbai and located in Mumbai and Navi 

Mumbai. Participant experiences were collected in two phases. In Phase I, participants were asked 

to write down their experiences after they completed a module of the MOOC while in Phase II, 

they were interviewed face-to-face by the researchers. The data collected was, then, analyzed 

using the technique of coding. Findings revealed that the use of a MOOC, as an instructional 

technique, had a positive impact on learning.

Introduction

 Teachers, by virtue of being working professionals, usually lead busy lives. However, at 

the same time, it is also imperative for them to keep updating their knowledge and learn about the 

latest developments in their field.

 Considering their busy schedules, a MOOC may come to the rescue of these teachers. A 

MOOC is an online course that can be taken up from anywhere and at any time and at one's own 

convenience. However, are our teachers ready to accept this phenomenon of online learning, 

specifically MOOC? Are they comfortable learning through a new and unconventional 

technique?
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The MOOC in Educational Technology, developed by the researchers, is titled 

Educational Technology – Changing the Face of Education and covers topics that the 

researchers, after careful analysis of available literature, believed to be of importance to future 

teachers before they could embark on their professional teaching journey. The MOOC consists 

of ten modules covering the concept of educational technology, ICT tools that teachers can use 

in their classroom and beyond, computer basics and necessary infrastructure, eLearning and 

instructional design, and modern teaching methods such as flipped classroom and blended 

learning, and distance education.

Research Questions

 The main research questions developed for this study were: 

1. Does the use of an instructional technique (in this case, a MOOC), which is different from the 

traditional classroom techniques, have any impact on learning? Is it a positive or a negative 

impact?

2. How is a MOOC, as an instructional technique, effective or ineffective?

3. Would the knowledge of educational technology help would-be teachers in planning their 

instructions better?

Methodology

 The present study makes use of the phenomenological approach to delve deep into the 

experiences of the student teachers with respect to the use of the instructional technique, that is, 

a MOOC and its effectiveness.

Participants

 Student teachers studying in the first year of the Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) 

programme from teacher training institutions affiliated to the University of Mumbai and 

located in Mumbai and Navi Mumbai.

Data Collection and Analysis

 Participant experiences comprised the data in this study. These experiences were 

collected in two phases. In Phase I, participants were asked to write down their experiences after 

they completed a module of the MOOC. In Phase II, participants were interviewed face-to-face, 

and, in some cases, via the telephone.Two interview schedules were prepared – one for those 

teacher trainees who had completed the course and a second for those who were yet to complete 

the course.The technique of coding was, then, used for analyzing the data received from the two 

data sources.
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Findings – Arriving at the Theme

The findings are in the form of the codes and categories generated from them. The table 

here represents the same.

Table 1 The Codes and Categories Generated from the Qualitative Data Collected in 

the Present Study
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The codes and categories generated led to the arrival of the theme of ICT integration in 
teacher training. The figure depicts the arrival at this theme.
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Answering the Research Questions

With the help of the codes and categories generated from the qualitative data, the 

researcher arrived at the theme of “ICT Integration in Teacher Training.” With this, it was now 

time to answer the research questions that the researcher had come up with.

Does the use of an instructional technique (in this case, a MOOC), which is different from 

the traditional classroom techniques, have any impact on learning? Is it a positive or a 

negative impact?

 Studying the codes generated from experiences of the student teachers, who 

participated in the MOOC in Educational Technology, it can be said that these student teachers 

had quite a good overall experience. In terms of learning, it can be seen that there was increased 

learning; this can be seen in terms of the fact that the MOOC not only helped the student 

teachers revise their previous knowledge but also build upon the same and enhance it.

From their experiences, it can be seen that they learned new things as quite a few of them 

have said that they were not aware of several things before undertaking this MOOC. A few have 

also said that the MOOC was an “eye opener” and “I could gain knowledge because I have 

absolutely no knowledge in ICT.”

Moreover, the student teachers could take up this MOOC at their own convenience, 

there being no deadline. Thus, it can be said that the use of MOOC as an instructional technique 

did have a positive impact on learning.

How is a MOOC, as an instructional technique, effective or ineffective?

 Considering that the MOOC used in this study had a positive impact on the learning of 

the participating student teachers, it can, therefore, be said that the MOOC as an instructional 

technique is quite effective. The category, which the researcher arrived at after considering the 

various codes generated from the qualitative data obtained from the student teachers, is that the 

MOOC was effective and interesting.

 The MOOC proved to be comprehendible in terms of “being simple and easily 

understandable,” “very clear and well-explained,” and “also help a layman” to quote a few 

participant experiences. It was also confirmed to be beneficial; one participant said that it acted 

as “motivation” to become tech-savvy while one said that “a few of us actually discussed and 

decided to take printouts.” Someone also pointed out that it would be “extremely helpful in our 

teaching careers.”
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Another factor that could be said to contribute to the effectiveness of the MOOC as an 

instructional technique was that it was time-saving. This was found to be with respect to it being 

“pretty quick,” providing “necessary information in short words,” and it “going smooth and not 

taking time.” The participants also found the MOOC to be novel and attractive. While one 

participant said that they “learned something in a new way,” another said that it “aroused 

curiosity.” Participants, from their narrations, were found to be happy with the structure and 

presentation of the content as well as the videos that were used.

It can, thus, be said that this MOOC, as an instructional technique, was effective.

Would the knowledge of educational technology help would-be teachers in planning their 

instructions better?

 Going with the participant experiences and the codes generated, yes, the knowledge of 

educational technology will help would-be teachers in planning their instructions better. The 

fact that these are teachers of tomorrow, the participants believe that it is “imperative for us to be 

aware of as future teachers.” Most believe that it will “add(ing) value to my career,” and “For 

teaching profession, this is a must.” One participant has also pointed out that “As being future 

teacher, I can use these methods in my lesson plans.”

 As a matter of fact, the participants also see and realize the potential of using 

educational technology and ICT in their teaching and believe that it will improve the teacher-

learning process by helping “meet the needs of the learners and provide them with authentic 

learning experiences” and “make learning diverse and better.” Knowledge and use of 

educational technology will, therefore, engage students.

 Some of the tools and techniques that the participants said that they should know about 

are the interactive whiteboards, basics of computer, Internet, e-Learning, learning management 

systems, massive open online courses, flipped classrooms, blended learning, and gamification. 

They considered these essential along with the other regularly used tools and technologies in 

teaching-learning.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it can be said that student teachers are open to MOOCs as an alternative 

instructional technique while also believing that a deep knowledge of educational technology is 

an important tool in their kit. They are open to learning, changes, and transformations that will 

equip and prepare them for the coming times.

The theme of “ICT Integration in Teacher Training” that the researcher arrived at may, 

therefore, be considered as the need of the hour. ICT integration in teacher training is a must to 

prepare teachers for the 21st Century learners and classrooms.
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